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Dear Editor

BMC Health Services Research

Oslo, Oct 25th 2013

We have now revised the paper according to the editorial requests as being accounted for below.

1) Ethics statements

-We previously requested that you add ethics statements to the 'Methods' section of your manuscript. These are missing from the latest version. Please include these statements in the manuscript file.

_Done: See in the middle of page 6_

2) Authors' contributions

- Please include an Authors' contributions section before the Acknowledgements and Reference list.

_Done: See top of page 15_

3) Abstract

-Please format your abstract according to our guidelines (http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmchealthservres/authors/instructions/researcharticle#formatting-abstract).

_Done: See page 2_

-Please include the objective of the study in the 'Background' section of the Abstract.

_Done: See end of background, top page 2_

Additional minor amendments:

4) We have updated the status of reference no 10, page 16

5) We have also adjusted the word count at the title page after this revision.

We now sincerely hope that the paper can be accepted for publication

Best regards on behalf of all authors,

Reidar Tyssen